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Book Descriptions:

3rd gen prius owners manual

Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owners
Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. Starting with the 2020 model year, every Toyota
hybrid battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or 100,000 miles, to 10 years from date of
first use, or 150,000 miles whichever comes first. This enhancement serves as an indication of our
confidence in the quality, dependability, and reliability of our products. The HV battery may have
longer coverage under emissions warranty.For Toyota hybrid vehicles beginning with model year
2020, the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original date of first use or 150,000 miles,
whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited
Warranty. See Owners Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. Most have 12month coverage,
and there arent many, if any, companies that offer a longer guarantee. Car covers are warranted for
12 months from the date of purchase and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. So we thought the TCUV Warranty should be just as thorough. The HV battery
may have longer coverage under emissions warranty. We also add a 1year 24hour Roadside
Assistance Plan 4 from original date of TCUV purchase. For the enhanced peace of mind of an
available Extended Vehicle Service Agreement, please visit Toyota Financial Services. From audio to
optionalNo need to hunt down aDetailed Toyota manuals andPlus, learn more aboutWhats more,
ToyotaSelect your Toyota model to. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owners Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. Starting with
the 2020 model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or
100,000 miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or 150,000 miles whichever comes
first.http://vueling.kiev.ua/userfiles/daihatsu-terios-owners-manual-pdf.xml

3rd gen prius owners manual, 3rd gen prius owners manual pdf, 3rd gen prius owners
manual 2017, 3rd gen prius owners manual download, 3rd gen prius owners manual
free.

This enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.For
Toyota hybrid vehicles beginning with model year 2020, the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10
years from original date of first use or 150,000 miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to
the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owners Warranty and
Maintenance Guide for details. Most have 12month coverage, and there arent many, if any,
companies that offer a longer guarantee. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of
purchase and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. So we
thought the TCUV Warranty should be just as thorough. The HV battery may have longer coverage
under emissions warranty. We also add a 1year 24hour Roadside Assistance Plan 4 from original
date of TCUV purchase. For the enhanced peace of mind of an available Extended Vehicle Service
Agreement, please visit Toyota Financial Services. From audio to optionalNo need to hunt down
aDetailed Toyota manuals andPlus, learn more aboutWhats more, ToyotaSelect your Toyota model
to. It has great mileage with it delivering 46 mpg on a full 200 mile fuel economy. The estimates by
the EPA go up to 52 mpg city miles and 48 mpg highway miles. There is some fault with the
calibration that involves the hardware rather than the software. This almost always occurs after
every thirty thousand miles and can be avoided if you change the transmission fuel every so often.
We spend our time colecting up some of the rarest owner manuals around in an attempt to make
them as easily findable as possible. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
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upgrade or use an alternative browser. To make that work, I merged all 34 PDF files into a single
interactive PDF with links. Download it to your
phone.http://akvari-um.ru/userfiles/daihatsu-terios-owners-manual-free-download.xml

The PDF is at this address Features Its 14 MB, so you might need to wait for 12 minutes But the
manual is almost identical for 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 models. Ive only added them to the
highpriority sections above as its incredibly painful to add page number links in Acrobat. For other
sections and the Index, use page numbers. Welcome to PriusChat!I do however fully agree with you.
Disappointing that Toyota for some reason thinks bit part and scrambling the online version of the
Toyota manual is a good idea. My Honda Fit had access to the full manual downloaded as a whole,
page by page.No hassles, no sketchy website. Nicely formatted with tabbed sections. And not so long
ago that would NOT have been the case, Hondas JUST come around. Its really a head shaker, why
manufacturers resist this.No hassles, no sketchy website. Nicely formatted with tabbed sections.
And not so long ago that would NOT have been the case, Hondas JUST come around. Its really a
head shaker, why manufacturers resist this. Click to expand. That was now 5 years ago.I just bought
a 2015 and clearly things are different. I agree, i have the old pdf on my phone as well. I was looking
at tackling the combination job, but was unlikely to get to it soon, and would have tried to match the
links thank You!Thanks muchEDIT You might need to create an account, if you dont already have
one, in order to access it.To keep you coming back. By comparison, Honda Canada year, model,
which manual did you want Honda Canada Is there any owners manual for Japanese Domestic
modelsEngineering question. Sign up for a PriusChat account above!PriusChat is the one of the
largest privatelyowned car forums left on the internet. We are proud of the advanced engineering
and Please read it thoroughly and have all the occupants Doing so will help you enjoy many years of
safe and trouble free motoring. For The next owner will need this information also.

However, because of Toyotas policy of Therefore, you may This material may not be reproduced or
copied, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota This material may not be
reproduced or copied, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota Motor
Corporation. You must follow these warnings carefully to avoid possible injury or damage. The types
of warnings, what they look like, and how they are used in this manual are explained as follows
CAUTION This is a warning against anything which may. For details on towing, see “If If an accident
occurs your vehicle needs to be towed” on page 372 in Section 5. Pull your vehicle off the road, push
the “P” posi tion switch, stop the hybrid system and if the key is inserted into key slot, remove it.
There are some other parts that reach high temperatures while drive. Never touch battery cables
wrapped in orange colored har nesses or their connectors since they are under high voltage and
dangerous. Be line engine and electric motor power to sides, Toyota hybrid system performs vari
improve the fuel economy and minimize ous controls depending on the operating the emissions as
well as to provide condition The “Energy Monitor”. However, the electric power is applied from the
hybrid brakes, the turning force of the wheels electric motor, using electric power gener. The hybrid
system will start automatically by pressing the “POWER” switch briefly with the brake pedal
depressed. With smart function 1. Carry the key with you. 2. Press the “POWER” switch briefly with
the brake pedal depressed. While driving, energy. High volt reception of mobile radios, contact age
cables your Toyota dealer for installation or CAUTION Inverter unit removal. Air conditioning
Electric motor. Radio waves lock knob in the arrow direction and take. The indicator light will go off.
For your Toyota dealer to make you a new key with built in transponder chip, 21p007b 21p006a your
dealer will need your key number and master key.

MADE IN JAPAN For your Toyota dealer to make you a This device complies with Part 15 of the new
key with built in transponder chip, FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the. This device complies with
RSS 210 of industry Canada. Operation is subject to For locking the doors, see “Locking the the
following two conditions doors with smart function”. The driver brought out the smart key from the
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vehicle with the hybrid One beep One beep. When locking the doors, be sure to 21p128 When you
exit the vehicle carrying the push the lock button on the outside. And all the with smart function. To
maintain communication with the vehicle, smart keys use built in bat INFORMATION tery power.
The battery service life is about 1 to 3 years on average. All the side details, contact your Toyota
dealer.At this time, the turn signal lights When the unlock switch is pressed the will flash once. After
replacing the battery, check that the key operates properly. If the key still does not operate properly,
contact your Toyota dealer. Before driving, be sure that the doors To lock Push the switch down on
the closed locked, especially front side.After closing the back door, properly after the above
procedure, there try pulling it up to make sure it is secure may be a problem in the system. Contact
ly closed. your Toyota dealer. To stop the window part checked by your Toyota dealer. ON” mode is
enabled.This function can be deactivated or acti vated. For details, contact your Toyota CAUTION
dealer. After inserting the support rod into the slot, make sure the rod supports the hood securely
from falling down on to your head or body. When testing the hood, release the lock with the hood
lock release lever and raise the hood. If the system does not work properly, have it checked by your
Toyota dealer. The indicator lamp goes off after driving several times. If the indicator lamp does not
go off, contact your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. It is designed to regulate fuel tank pressure.

NOTICE To prevent damage to the cap, apply force only in the turning direction to the cap. Although
vehicle designs vary, upright, sit well back in the seat and prop CAUTION many drivers can achieve
the 250 erly wear the seat belts provided. Then slide the seat to the desired the moving parts. Never
sit on the center seat because 22p203 the rear center seat belt cannot be fastened correctly when
the rear left seat is folded down. When returning the seatback to the To lower Push it down while
pressing the upright position, observe the follow lock release button.An strained at all times with the
seat belts unrestrained child could suffer serious in provided. Take care that Persons should ride in
their seats they do not get caught or pinched in the seat or doors.Do not use the seat until the seat
belt is fixed, because it cannot protect an adult occupant or your child from death or serious. The
belt should be 22p005b 22p004a kept away from your neck, but not falling off your shoulder. Failure
to do so could reduce the amount of protection in an accident and cause death or serious injuries in
a colli sion. Do not use the seat belt, insert the tab into the seat belt until the seat belt is fixed,
because buckle so that the “PRESS”. However, the front passenger’s 22p009b seat belt pretensioner
may activate if lug 22p237 gage is put on the seat, or the seat belt is buckled up regardless of the
presence. Collision from of pavement or ing over a deep hole. Airbag module for driver tor the
forward deceleration of the vehicle. airbag and inflator If an impact results in a forward decelera
tion beyond the designed threshold level, 22p238. In this case, the driver’s. Such changes can in
wheel, column cover, dashboard terfere with proper operation of the 22p010a near. The SRS side
shield airbag system is designed airbags help reduce injuries mainly to the only as a supplement to
the prima. The airbag sensor as sembly consists of a safing sensor and airbag sensor.

While the system is designed to reduce serious inju ries, it may also cause minor burns or abrasions
and swelling. 22p028d 22p207a Front seats as well as parts of the front and rear pillars, and roof
side rail may be. Special care should be taken espe cially when you have a small child in the vehicle.
Contact your Do not perform any of the following Toyota dealer as soon as possible.This system
detects the conditions Any of the SRS side airbags and cur 1. This cause seat belt tab has not been
left in “OFF”. When the belt is ately. The belt will Push and pull the child restraint sys it will go to
hold the infant seat secure move freely again and be ready to. When the belt is firmly against the
seat cushion and ately. Do not install the child re. The belt will ward facing position only. Push and
pull the child restraint sys move freely again and be ready to tem in different directions to be sure.
Contact your Toyota dealer immedi is positioned across the center of child’s shoulder. The belt
should be ately. Do not install the child re kept away from child’s neck, but. Follow all the
installation instructions provided by its manufacturer. 2. Open the cover of the anchor brack 3. The
anchorages are installed in the clear ance between the seat cushion and seat back of both outside



rear seats. Doing so may cause the driver to mishan 22p058f 22p059a dle the vehicle and an
accident may occur resulting in death or serious injuries. Doing so may ror face. Use a spray de icer
to free cause the driver to mishandle the the mirror. Doing so may cause the driver to mishandle the
ve 22p066a 22p061a hicle and an accident may occur re sulting in death or serious injuries. To turn
off the automatic function, push 22p235 22p214a the “. NOTICE 23p109b 23p110b To prevent the
battery from being dis charged, do not leave the switch on longer than necessary when the hy brid
system is not running. The interior light switch has the following positions “ON”—Keeps the light on
all the time.

23p111 23p126 “OFF”—Turns the light off. “DOOR”—Turns the light on when any door is opened.
To turn it off, push the switch light, push the switch upwards. The wiper lever must be in the “INT”
posi tion. 23p008c 23p123 To squirt washer fluid, pull the lever toward you and release it. Make
sure you turn the defogger off when the window is clear. Leaving the defogger on for a long time
could cause the 12 volt battery to discharge. In this case, contact your Toyota dealer as soon Blink
as possible. The gauge indicates the approximate If the fuel level approaches “E” or the low. On
inclines or curves, due to the move 25p127a 24p004e ment of fuel in the tank, the low fuel level. To
change the meter display, quickly push and release the button. The meter 24p115 display changes in
the order from the odometer to trip meter A to trip meter B, then back to the odometer each time
you push. If red brake system warning light is also on, stop imme diately and contact Toyota dealer.
yellow indicator Fasten driver’s seat belt. If red brake system warning light is also on, stop imme
diately and contact Toyota dealer. Adjust tire inflation pressure. If light remains on, contact Toyota
dealer. If any service reminder indicator or warn ing buzzer does not function as described above,
have it checked by your Toyota Type 2 dealer as soon as possible. Stop and check. Stop and check.
Take vehicle to Toyota dealer. Take vehicle to Toyota dealer immediately. Take vehicle to Toyota
dealer. Take vehicle to Toyota dealer. Even if the hybrid system warning light hicle to the Toyota
dealer as soon as comes on, you can temporarily increase b. The hybrid battery is discharged.
possible. In this case, you may feel. Your finger might be injured. 25p118 21p006a NOTICE Observe
the following instructions, or the key mechanism might be damaged and will not work properly. D
The key should be operated with a clean hand and fingers. The hybrid system is off.

Pressing the “POWER” switch briefly with You may hear a motor sound in the en out depressing the
brake pedal in the gine compartment for a few seconds after. D The hybrid system cannot If in an
emergency, you must turn the started when the shift position is in hybrid system off while the
vehicle is “N”. You can insert a genuine key while in If you leave your vehicle in the “ACC” the “IG
ON”. D The hybrid system cannot If, in an emergency, you must turn the started when the shift
position is in hybrid system off while the vehicle is “N”. This means you can only shift to other
position from “P” when the brake “P” position switch pedal is depressed. With the following
improper shifting, the rejection function operates and a beep sounds so the hybrid transaxle cannot
be shifted. Should you find anything unusual, CAUTION contact your Toyota dealer as soon as
possible. a Shift lever Never put your foot on the accelera The shift position is displayed on the in tor
pedal while shifting. Abrupt shifting you to shift the transaxle to “P”. When ing conditions also.To set
Fully depress the parking brake Do not push the reset switch without pedal. For better holding
power, first de first adjusting the tire inflation pres press the brake pedal and hold it while sure to
the specified level. Your cruising speed can be maintained up or down grades within the limits of
hybrid 25p007a 25p006a system. If this is the case, contact your Toyota dealer and have your
vehicle inspected. To protect the gins operating.When you touch After a few seconds, the previous
mode a switch on the screen or on the bezel, display will appear. For details, see page 237.The radio
and compact disc operations The warning symbol for the faulty system For details, see page 286.Trip
information The energy monitor and fuel consumption screen are selected. Telephone Telephone
screen is shown. See page 171 for details. Language Select.



Vehicle driving condition, hybrid system operating condi tion and energy recovery condition are
shown. 27p151a 1. Indicates the flow of energy by orange 27p152a and yellow arrows. While the
energy is recovered, arrows change. Average fuel consumption, momentary fuel con sumption
recovered energy shown. 1. Indicates the past momentary fuel con 26P180 27p154 sumption every 5
minutes. 2. Indicates the energy recovered for 5 minutes with symbols. One symbol re fers to 50 Wh
or the energy by which a 50 W bulb illuminates for an hour. Touch your desired switch Select the
desired switch color and on the screen. touch “OK”. DELETE PERSONAL DATA The following
personal data can be de 27p145 leted or returned to their default set tings Phone book data Dialed
numbers and received calls. This system supports Bluetooth. Bluetooth is a wireless data system by
which you 26p030c can call without your cellular phone being. The cellular phone is turned off.
27p333 27p334 The current position is outside the communication area. The cellular phone is not
connected. The cellular phone has a low bat tery. When the received calls charge left.Empty Full
INFORMATION It is not displayed while the Bluetooth is 27p180 connecting or the phone book data
is be Talk alternately with the other party. The indica A lot of personal data is registered tion of the
Bluetooth connection may when you use the hands free system. This system supports the following
turn yellow and the system may not When you release your vehicle, initial. You can call by phone
book data which is transferred from your cellular phone. When you touch “ ”, the number you called
last is inputted. The system has one phone book. If it is over 5, the oldest number is deleted. 27p195
27p197 This cannot be operated while you are driving. 27p196 When you call by phone book, the
Touch “. When a call is received, the system memo rizes up to 5 numbers. If it is over 5, the oldest
number is deleted.

27p198 27p199 This cannot be operated while you are driving. You can change the page by touch
You can call by giving a command. For ing “Speed Dial 2” or “Speed Dial the operation and
command of voice 3”. Cancelling the voice recognition System “After the beep, please say the The
voice recognition will be cancelled name.” when you do the following. You “Charlize.” Keep on
pushing the talk switch. System “Charlize chosen, when ready, Push the button of the steering
27p204. Sending a tone You can call by giving a desired num System “After the beep, please say the
You can send a tone by giving a de ber. number.” sired number. You “812387”. On the international
phone call, the other party’s name may not be displayed cor rectly depending on the cellular phone
which you have. You cannot change from hands free call to cellular phone call while you are driv
27p206 ing. Up to 17 speed dial numbers can be registered. 27p216 27p217 The 6th entry is the
speed dial for redial ing. The latest dialed number is registered in Touch the “Yes” switch if you want
to the 6th item speed redial. If you delete them all at once, all of 17 numbers are deleted. 27p222
27p223 27p221 2. Touch the switch you want to delete. 3. Touch the “Yes” switch. 1. Up to 6 speed
tone numbers can be registered. 27p225 27p224 27p226 2. Touch the “Yes” switch. 1. Touch the
“Delete All” switch of “Speed Dial”. You can edit the speed tone. 27p230 27p232 27p231 5. If you
select a switch you registered 2. Touch the switch you want to edit.Touch the “Yes” switch if you
want 1. You can delete “1” to “6” of the speed tone. If you delete them all at once, all of 6 numbers
are deleted. 27p233 27p234 27p235 3. Use the software keyboard to input 4. Input the number and
touch “OK”. the name. Voice Volume adjusting other. Touch the “Full”. You can register phone
numbers in the phone book. 27p249 27p248 27p250 Touch the “Yes” switch. Touch the “Default”
switch. Touch the “Phone Book” to display the “Phone Book Management”.

Up to 1000 person’s data up to 2 num bers a person can be registered in the phone book. 27p251
27p253 Transfer it while the engine is running. 27p252 You can do the detailed settings of 2. This
screen appears while transferring. To cancel it, touch the “Cancel” switch. If the transferring is
interrupted on the way, the phone book data transferred until then can be memorized in the system.
Up to 2 numbers a person can be registered. 27p264 27p265 27p263 2. Input the number and touch
”OK”. 3. Select the desired icon. 1. Up example “Family”, “Friends”, “Of to 20 numbers can be
registered for the fice”.. It will then be easier for you voice recognition. When you also touch the



“Edit” switch on this screen, you can edit it. When you edit the data, touch “OK”. When you release
your vehicle, delete all your data on the system. 27p272 27p278 27p277 2. Touch the desired switch.
3. Touch the “Yes” switch. 1. Touch the “Delete” switch of “Phone Book”. You can change “Group
01” “Group 19” into desired names. 27p285 27p286 27p287 2. Touch the “Delete All” switch. 3.
Touch the “Yes” switch. 1. If you delete a group name, that group will return to default setting.
excluding “No Group” 27p288 27p295 27p294 2. Select the group you want to delete 3. When you
release your vehicle, delete all the data on the system. 27p297 a individually 27p296 27p298 2.
Touch the “Yes” switch. 1. It is useful Choose a new code that is hard for other when you leave your
car with the hotel people to know. Display of the phone book screen and transferring, registering,
editing, delet 27p304 27p305 ing the phone book data. Display of speed dial screen, register ing,
deleting the speed dial and speed dialing. You can see or set the information of the Bluetooth phone
on the system. Device Name the name of the Blue tooth phone which is dis played screen. If you
change a device name, the name regis tered in your cellular phone is not changed. 27p318 27p319
27p318 2. Touch the “Change” switch. 3.

When complete setting, touch “ ”. You can change the display and settings of Bluetooth information
on the system.Name” or “Passkey”. the device name. When you touch “A”, the inputted digit is You
can input up to 20 characters. deleted. You can initialize the settings. 27p325 27p327 27p326 5.
When complete setting, 2. Touch the “Yes” switch. touch “ ”. 1. Touch the “Default” switch. You can
display the information of the Bluetooth phone before you delete it and you can make sure whether
the telephone you delete is correct or not. If no command is given, a beep sounds and the indicator
disappears 6 seconds 27p203. The screen turns off when you touch the “SCREEN OFF”. To display
the screen in the day mode even with the headlight switch on, touch “DAY MODE” on the adjustment
screen for 27p146a 27p155a brightness and contrast control. Push “PWR” button to turn the audio
sys Some information may not pertain to your tem on and off. The system turns on in system. Type 1
and Type 2 Type 1 Type 3 Type 2. The selected mode turns on directly. Push these buttons if you
want to switch from one mode to another. If the disc is not set, the compact disc player does not turn
on. Touch them lightly and directly on the screen. In fact, different kinds of music and vocal
programs usually sound better with differ ent mixes of treble, mid range and bass. 26p261 A good
balance of the left and right stereo channels and of the front and rear sound. Your radio
automatically changes to stereo reception when a stereo broadcast is re ceived. “ST” appears on the
display. If the signal becomes weak, the radio reduces 26P197 26p260 the amount of channel
separation to pre. Preset tuning Touch the switch 1 6 for the station you want. The switch 1 6 is
26p141a highlighted in green and station frequency 26p262 appears on the display. The radio will
tune in the next preset sta tion up or down the band, stay there for 26p126 26p263 a few seconds,
and then move to the next.

Touch the switch and the system starts to seek the station in the relevant program type. Type 2.
When touch “TRAF” switch, “TRAF SEEK” appears on the display and the radio will start seeking
any traffic pro 26p266 26p259 gram station. If any traffic program station is not found, “NOTHING”.
Touch the “MSG” switch, and a text message is displayed on the screen. 26p267 26p145b Type 1
Type 3 In case a text message is not accepted in a screen, you can touch the “MSG”. Preset tuning
Touch the switch 1 6 for the channel you want.The radio will find the next preset chan nel, stay
there for a few seconds, and then move to the next preset channel. To select a channel, push the
“SCAN”. Up to 32 alphanumeric characters can be displayed. Some information will not be fully
displayed. See a Toyota certified dealer. You have not subscribed to the XM satellite radio. The radio
is being updated with the latest encryption code. Contact the XM satellite radio for subscription
information. When a contact is canceled, you can choose the “CH000”. Setting a single compact disc
of another one or feed them in con The amber indicators at both ends of the. When you release the
switch, the player will resume playing. When fast forwarding, if you reach the 26p234b 26p235b end
of the final track, the player will go back to the start track and continue op eration. If the



malfunction is not rectified, take your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. The discs set in the player are
played continuously. The track number and the time from the beginning of the program. Eject the
disc and allow the player to cool down. If the malfunction is not rectified, take your vehicle to your
Toyota dealer. Turn the knob counterclockwise to search down the files. 26p239b 26p240a d
Selecting a desired folder e Selecting a desired file “FOLDER” switch “TRACK” button Touch either
side of the “FOLDER” switch.

When file is finished, the player will automatical you release the switch, the player will ly go back to
the beginning of the file and. Touch the “FILE” switch.The volume continues to increase or de crease
while the switch is being pressed. Fading—AM broadcasts are reflected by lem with your radio the
upper atmosphere—especially at night. If moisture gets into your compact disc These reflected
signals can interfere with player, you may not hear any sound. The following products may not be
playable on your compact disc player.The use of such discs may damage the player or changer, or it
may be impossible to eject the disc. WMA tags carry information such er using packet write data
transfer Windows Media Audio are audio com as track title, artist name. It compresses files into a
size small levels of regulations. Climate remote control. This air conditioning features automatic fan
speed and air flow control which auto matically selects the most suitable fan speed and air flow to
control the tempera ture. The hybrid system must be in the “IG ON”. Other conditions continue to be
adjusted automatically. However, oper ating the air flow outlets or fan speed will 27p111a turn off
the automatic control. When manual control The temperature of air delivered to the switches is
touched while operating in passenger compartment will be controlled automatic mode, the mode
relevant to automatically according to the setting. The function of each mode is as follows 1.
Panel—Air flows mainly from instrument panel vents. The fan speed can be set to your desired speed
by touching the appropriate air flow control switch. The filter may need to be replaced if the air flow
of the air condi tioning and heater experiences extreme reductions in operating efficiency, or if the
windows begin to fog up easily. Set the filter in the filter case correctly. INFORMATION 82p009a
The air filter should be installed prop erly in position.


